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Background and Introduction 

The sequence of events leading up to the October 18. 2014 Earthquake Disaster Drill 
began in March-April of 2014, when a small group of Mount Washington neighbors 
attended a CERT class, conducted by LAFD at Ramona Hall in Northeast Los Angeles; also 
attending the class was CD-1 Deputy Sylvia Robledo.  After “graduation,” Sylvia 
suggested to the Mt Washington members that they conduct a neighborhood disaster 
drill, to practice our CERT skills, and to increase disaster preparedness in the local area. 

We talked to Roy Payan and Martha Benedict of ASNC, and at their suggestion, reviewed 
the website on the successful Montecito Heights Drill, to understand the goal.  We were 
advised to start with a neighborhood disaster plan, and used the Montecito Heights 
Neighborhood Disaster Plan and LA EMD’s 5 Steps to Disaster Preparedness  program 
material as templates to develop a draft plan, which define actions for disaster 
response, and therefore for a drill.  Following that, we held a neighborhood meeting, 
discussed the concept, decided on an earthquake scenario, set October18 as the date, 
and began the planning and preparation.   

We began publicizing the Drill and recruiting volunteers by using door-to-door fliers, 
street-corner posters, information/signup booths at local events, email notices, and a 
website.  We began organizing the door-to-door survey for neighborhood resources/ 
needs, but realized we did not have enough time and had to defer it until after the Drill. 

Detailed planning and preparations were aided by Roy Payan and the Montecito Heights 
CERT members, and CERT/CART leader Cindy Sanchez.  Many neighbors brought their 
skills to the extensive planning and preparation leading up to the Drill, and many other 
pre-arranged volunteers served as “survivors” and makeup artists, and performed 
check-in and coordination, security and safety functions.  During the Drill, a very large 
turnout of “walk-ins” registered and signed liability waivers, and were then put to work 
by the Volunteer Coordinator as needed, as they would have been in a real disaster. 

The overall experience demonstrates that a small, motivated, preferably CERT-trained 
core group can use a program like 5 Steps to Disaster Preparedness to develop a 
neighborhood disaster plan, and based on that plan, can prepare for and execute a 
Neighborhood Disaster Drill.  The organization, outreach, planning and preparation 
activities can further develop into an on-going disaster preparedness, crime prevention 
and safety organization that will benefit the whole neighborhood on a continuing basis. 
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After Action Report 

Exercise Name: Mount Washington - Jessica Triangle Neighborhood Earthquake Disaster Drill 

Exercise Date: October 18, 2014 

Lead Facilitator: Ben Park, Mount Washington Jessica Neighborhood CERT member 

 

Scope: 

Hazard: 
 

Earthquake 

Location: 
 

Holy Virgin Mary Coptic Orthodox Church 
(parking lot) and surrounding area in the Mount 
Washington Jessica neighborhood of North East 
Los Angeles, California 

Capabilities: 
 

The following capabilities were exercised and 
evaluated during this Drill: 

• Sizing up a structure and performing an external 
search 

• Assessing a survivor’s medical condition 

• Safely transporting victims 

• Assessing and managing a disaster scenario 

 

Participants/ 
Organizations: 
 

Mount Washington Jessica Neighborhood CERT, 
Montecito Heights and Lincoln Heights CERT 
members, LAFD Battalion 2 Platoon “C” – Station 
55, LA Council District 1, Girl Scout Troop 1955, 
Community LifePort Systems, Safe N’ Ready 
 

Duration: 
 

3 hours setup/preparation, 30 minutes 
participant briefing, 2 hours drill execution, 1 
hour debriefing/hot wash, 1 hour pack & cleanup 
 

Exercise Type: 
 

Full scale neighborhood disaster drill 
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Scenario 

Just before 10AM on Saturday, an 8.0 earthquake hits on the San Andreas fault in the Mojave 

Desert, and most of LA shakes for up to 5 minutes.  Damage to buildings, freeways, power lines, 

phone towers and water mains is immediate and widespread.  All City emergency response 

resources are immediately directed toward critical need areas and priority infrastructure 

components - - we are on our own, possibly for days.  

Structural damage here in the Mt Washington Jessica neighborhood is relatively light, but there 

are a lot of injuries from fallen objects and broken glass.  A few homes have shifted off of their 

foundations or are collapsing.  Most families can shelter in place, but some must evacuate, 

including some individuals with injuries and special needs.  CERT members, Block Captains, and 

Volunteers check their own houses and families, lock up, take their Go Bags and gear, and come 

to the Command Center at the Coptic Church.  Along the way, they observe that landslides 

along Cleland Avenue and Terrace 49 have damaged houses and blocked the roads; some calls 

for help are heard, and pets are seen running loose.  When the leaders get to the Church, they 

set up the Incident Command System (ICS) as planned and begin organizing the volunteers as 

they come to the designated neighborhood gathering place; this is where the Drill begins. 

Objectives 

The general purposes of the exercise are: 

• To provide an opportunity to practice specific disaster-response skills in a realistic 
simulated environment; 

• To improve our CERT’s operational performance by practicing and validating policies, 
plans, procedures, and training in the risk-free environment of an exercise; 

• To conduct outreach to the neighborhood, in order to increase awareness of, and 
participation in, disaster preparedness activities. 

The specific goals of the exercise are to: 

• To assess exterior search procedures; 
• To evaluate the process for assessing and prioritizing victim conditions (triage); 
• To assess victim transport procedures; 
• To evaluate the ability to size up and manage a disaster scenario. 
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Number of Participants 
 Team members:  10 CERT + 10 Production Team 
 Victims and actor volunteers:  20 
 Facilitators/Evaluators:  10 
 Neighborhood volunteers (pre-arranged and “walk-up”):  100 
 
Exercise Events Synopsis 
(The Appendix includes photos of the Drill taken by Martha Benedict) 
 
Timeline – Conduct of the Drill 

At 7:00 AM, the setup of the canopies and equipment in the Church parking lot began, and 
went according to plans, thanks to the equipment vendors and neighborhood volunteers, all 
coordinated by the Production Team.   

At 8:00 AM, the pre-arranged survivors and their makeup team began their preparations in a 
Church facility, as setup of vendor and community booths proceeded in the parking lot. 

At 9:00 AM, Neighborhood volunteers, both pre-arranged and “drop-in,” began arriving, and 
were processed by the Registration team: they signed waivers, and were directed to the 
Volunteer Coordinator for duty assignment. 

The ICS was set up, with the CERT-trained Incident Commander (IC) in charge of Operations, 
supported by volunteers serving as a tactical comms (FRS) radio operator and a scribe, a (CERT) 
external comms (HAM) radio operator, a Logistics leader, and a Transportation leader.  The 
medical care area was set up, coordinated by a CERT member and a nurse volunteer, and was 
supported by several additional volunteers as available.  A pet medical care area was set up, 
directed by two CERT members, one of whom had CART certification, and supported by Girl 
Scout volunteers.  

As a technology demonstration/evaluation, personnel from Community LifePort Sysyems 
brought ipad-based mobile data entry units, which were linked to a central processor/display 
console, located with the IC in the Operations area.  The concept was to use the hand-held units 
to enter data on survivors in the field, which would immediately be reflected on the display for 
the IC, and ultimately to a similar display in the regional emergency command center, to help 
manage resources.  To ensure that this technology demonstration did not adversely impact the 
“standard” CERT activities, Community LifePort Sysyems personnel agreed to operate the units 
in parallel with a SAR team and the Triage area, and in the Operations area, on a non-
interference basis.  This would permit the Facilitator and Evaluators to observe and compare 
the capabilities, “side by side” with the current procedures. 
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At 10:00 AM, the Public Information Officer (PIO) and the CERT-trained Facilitator used a public 
address system to welcome the gathered participants and volunteers, and then gave an 
introduction of the Drill purposes, summarized the organization and operation of the Incident 
Command System (ICS) and the Search and Rescue (SAR) teams, and previewed the disaster 
scenario to be played out.   

At 10:30AM, the PIO played a 1-minute earthquake sound recording, and the Disaster Drill 
activities began. 

Immediately, the two CERT members designated as Search and Rescue (SAR) leaders gathered 
teams of 10 to 12 volunteers (sent by the Volunteer Coordinator), and gave them brief 
stretcher loading/unloading and radio demonstrations.  Then SAR1 and SAR2 teams checked 
out of the parking lot and headed for the areas where damaged houses were reported, using 
FRS radios to maintain contact with the IC.  A pet SAR team was organized, led by one of the 
CERT members with CART (Community Animal Rescue Team) training, and supported by several 
volunteers; they remained on call to respond to animal rescue needs. 

Each SAR team found four or five “damaged” houses – represented by posters in the yard, with 
pictures from previous earthquake disasters, and brief descriptions of damage.  The CERT 
leaders assessed the “damage” to decide whether it was safe to search for survivors, and 
reported to the IC via radio.  One or two survivors, with makeup-simulated injuries, were 
“found” at each damaged house (actually staged in the front yard or driveway).  The CERT SAR 
team leaders decided which injuries were most serious, reported to the IC, and began 
transporting survivors by stretcher back to the medical area at the Church.  Some survivors with 
injuries assessed as Minor were allowed to walk back to the medical area, accompanied by a 
SAR team volunteer, after notifying the IC.  As survivors arrived at the Church parking lot, they 
were checked in, and then taken to the medical area; a Triage section directed survivors to 
Immediate, Delayed, or Minor care areas, as appropriate. 

The SAR teams reported injured animals in some houses, so the CART pet rescue team 
deployed to handle and transport the animals back to the pet care area.  The CART team 
checked out and back in at the Church lot entrance, and kept in touch with the IC via radio, as 
the SAR teams did.  The injured animals (actually stuffed training dummies) were triaged and 
cared for by the CERT/CART member, assisted by the Girl Scouts. 

While the SAR teams worked, a group of people (pre-arranged) had self-evacuated and walked 
into the parking lot, some with minor injuries; all were checked in and then assessed by the 
Triage area, and most of those who were uninjured reported to the Volunteer Coordinator for 
SAR or other duties.  The uninjured evacuee children were directed to a separate area where 
they were supervised by a volunteer who was a retired primary school teacher. 
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One of the self-evacuees reported that her spouse had very limited mobility, and needed to be 
brought from their lightly-damaged house to the Church, for shelter and possible care; in 
addition, a senior couple nearby had damage to their house, and likewise needed 
transportation.  The IC directed the Transportation lead to take an SUV, with the evacuee to 
direct him, check out of the Church lot, and navigate side streets (not blocked by “landslides”) 
to pick up these three people and bring them in for care.  When they returned, they were 
checked in, triaged, and moved to a shelter area. 

The SAR teams typically required 20 to 30 minutes to return each survivor via stretcher, and 
there was concern that it was taking too long to get the “injured” to treatment; therefore, since 
one of the walk-in volunteers was a CERT member, a third SAR/stretcher team was assembled 
to aid with the survivor transportation.  Although it had been assumed that many of the 
stretcher-carriers would need to rest, and would be replaced by other volunteers, this was not 
the case (the carries were within ½ mile, and volunteers were very enthusiastic); consequently, 
the Volunteer Coordinator had adequate walk-in volunteers to staff the third team. 

At 12 noon, the Drill activities were ended, although the Search and Rescue teams took a few 
more minutes to complete their on-going survivor transports.  The final transport was a victim 
who was not breathing and unresponsive (actually a training dummy), who was transported to 
the Church lot, triaged, and then taken to the Morgue area. 

At 12:30 PM, the participants and evaluators gathered near ICS, and the Facilitator began the 
debriefing or “Hot Wash.”  Evaluation forms were distributed to participants and to Evaluators; 
because of the larger-than-expected turnout, there were not enough forms, so additional forms 
were distributed afterward via email.  To supplement the written forms, the Facilitator asked 
for “live” comments on successful activities, suggestions for improvements, and requests for 
future activities, first from ICS participants and SAR team leaders, then from Evaluators, and 
then from other participants and volunteers, including survivors.  The live comments and the 
Evaluation form results were incorporated into the following sections of this report. 

At 1:30 PM, following the Hot Wash, food was served to the participants and volunteers, and all 
of the equipment was disassembled and packed, and a thorough cleanup of the Church parking 
lot was conducted.  

At 2:30 PM the Church parking lot had been restored to its original condition, trash was 
removed, and Drill signs were removed from the neighborhood. 
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Analysis of Critical Task Performance 
Task 

(Describe the task) 
Performance 

(What did the team do correctly?  What 
needed improvement?) 

Recommendation 
(What should the team do differently in 

the future?) 
Basic Capabilities as defined in Scope of Exercise 

Sizing up a structure and performing an 
external search 

This was difficult to test and assess using 
the “posters” and summary descriptions 
of damaged structures, therefore not 
sufficiently exercised and evaluated during 
this Drill.  Since the SAR teams could see 
the survivors nearby, the teams went right 
to them to assess their injuries. 

Design and conduct separate exercises for 
CERT to exercise and evaluate these skills.  
At the next full-scale drill, stage the 
survivors out of sight so the SAR teams 
have to assess the structure before they 
get to the survivors.  Coordinate survivor 
locations with homeowners so they can be 
staged in back yards, garages, etc. 

Assessing a survivor’s medical condition This was difficult to test because most of 
the survivors had not been briefed on 
their “injuries” and how to act, so the SAR 
and Triage assessments could only go by 
the “victim tags.” Using this available 
information, the assessments were 
generally accurate.  

Recruit survivors and makeup teams well 
ahead of the Drill date, and coordinate 
with staging locations, so that each 
survivor knows the “story” of his/her 
injuries, and how to act when the SAR 
team questions them. 

Safely transporting survivors Volunteer teams led by one CERT member 
were moderately effective in safely 
transporting survivors.  Better 
communications would have improved 
response times, and additional stretchers 
would have gotten survivors to Triage 
sooner. 

Consider using SAR teams with at least 
two CERT members to search and assess 
structures and survivors, plus a scribe and 
a radio operator to document findings and 
communicate with IC, and a “runner” to 
fetch replacement radios, stretchers, 
medical supplies, etc as required.  Provide 
separate “stretcher teams” or vehicle 
transports if viable, called by radio from 
IC, to pick up survivors as needed. 
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Assessing and managing a disaster 
scenario 

Radio communications with the SAR and 
CART teams was sometimes difficult to 
understand or missing; this made the real-
time situation uncertain at times, which 
made resource management less effective 

Provide each SAR team with a dedicated 
radio operator, supported by a scribe, to 
improve the reliability of communication 
with IC.  Using the LifePort units would 
further improve speed and reliability of 
sending survivor location and status to IC, 
and ultimately to regional resources  

Additional Capabilities observed during Exercise 
Quickly assessing survivors in Triage and 
moving them to care areas. 

Triage was a bottleneck because only one 
person was available to assess survivors, 
and she was also providing care in some 
cases. 

Provide one or more CERT members to 
provide rapid assessment of the survivor 
on the stretcher, and have stretcher team 
move on to unload survivor in Immediate, 
Delayed, or Minor area.  Separate medical 
personnel and volunteers can attend to 
survivors in each area. 

Effectively managing evacuees and 
volunteers 

As people arrived at the Church parking 
lot entrance, Check-in personnel generally 
directed them to the Volunteer 
Coordinator (VC), who had to decide 
where to send them.  There was not an 
effective way for the VC to know which 
area needed volunteers, and for what 
task. There were cases where volunteers 
were sitting with nothing to do while help 
was needed in other areas. 

The VC should have a dedicated scribe and 
radio operator, and use a separate radio 
channel (and/or runners) to communicate 
with Operations, Medical, Animal, 
Logistics, and Transportation areas, the 
PIO, and Security/Traffic to keep a real-
time list of what people with what skills 
are needed in which area.  Some of this 
information could be fed to the Check-in 
area, to help the flow of volunteers. 

Locating, handling and caring for injured 
pets 

The CART team had initial problems 
determining when their services were 
needed, due to communications 
difficulties and uncertain procedures; 
when deployed, the team transported and 
cared for the animals effectively. 

Establish clear procedures and 
communications; each CART team leader 
should be supported by a scribe and a 
radio operator.  Ideally, a CART team 
would accompany each SAR team. 
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Providing safe and effective traffic flow in 
the ICS and care areas (i.e. the Church 
parking lot) 

Bottlenecks occurred when the SAR teams 
and “ambulance” (SUV) brought survivors 
and evacuees into the area at the same 
time. 

Locate the Triage area close to the 
entrance, and set up the care areas to 
provide a “flow through” traffic pattern, 
so stretcher teams and vehicles drop off 
their survivors and continue on to the exit 

Maintaining reliable, effective tactical 
communications 

The FRS radios used were effective over 
the ½ mile distances of this drill, but many 
participants were unfamiliar with their 
operation and proper protocols.  When 
SAR or CART teams had to split up, one 
group had no radio. 

Ensure that participants practice with the 
radios they will use during the drill; hold 
regular radio exercises to build skills.  
Keep teams together if possible; if there is 
a reason to split up, ensure that all groups 
in the field have working radios. 

Providing adequate personnel, equipment 
and materials for teams and care areas. 

SAR teams had to wait with survivors 
while the stretcher teams transported to 
Triage and returned; the medical care 
areas did not have adequate supplies. 

Provide additional stretcher teams (and 
consider vehicle transport); provide 
additional supplies for each of the care 
areas. 

Establishing and maintaining external 
communications. 

Jutti Marsh (K6FRG) set up and operated 
her battery-operated equipment, 
successfully communicated with local 
sites, and was able to relay two written 
messages from participants to their 
“outside the area” contacts. 

Explain the “outside the area” contact 
capability of the External Comms 
operation more clearly, so that more 
participants use it at the next drill (and will 
know how to use it in a real emergency). 

Maintaining reliable records of persons 
entering and leaving the ICS / care areas 
(to support location of individuals, if 
required) 

The Check-in team registered people 
when they arrived, and provided them 
with a badge with first name and a 4-digit 
number; when people left (e.g. SAR 
teams), their numbers were checked out 
on a log sheet, with time of day and 
destination.  This effectively recorded the 
in/out traffic, but it was hard for the staff 
to quickly find out where someone was, if 
needed (e.g for a message). 

The badge names helped team leaders 
talk with “new” volunteers, and the 
numbers expedited check out (including 
destination) and check back in of teams, 
and people working traffic control and 
security.  Using a tablet or laptop 
computer to log in/out traffic would 
permit checking “current location” of 
anyone by badge number; this could be 
tried at the next drill, with paper backup 
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Conclusions 
Drill event evaluation relative to original goals: 

• To provide an opportunity to practice specific disaster-response skills in a realistic simulated 
environment. 

The Drill was moderately successful in simulating a disaster environment, by placing made-
up “survivors” at unknown locations along streets around the Church parking lot, for the 
SAR teams to find, assess and transport back for medical care.  Better preparation and 
briefing of the survivors would have enhanced the triage phases of the exercise, both in the 
field by SAR team leaders, and in the medical care area of ICS. 

• To improve CERT’s operational performance by practicing and validating policies, plans, 
procedures, and training in the risk-free environment of an exercise. 

The Drill was very successful in giving a relatively small group of CERT members experience 
in gathering and managing volunteer teams to accomplish the various disaster response 
activities.  The “core” team of 10 CERT members was able to effectively organize 100 
volunteers, which is excellent training for a real disaster.   

Equally significant, there were an additional 10 Production Team members (mostly non-
CERT- trained), who accomplished the planning, setup, and staging of the Drill; but once the 
Drill began, they served functions that would be needed during a disaster: check in and out, 
volunteer coordination, security, traffic control, radio communications, etc.  All of these 
participants gained understanding of the disaster response activities, and received (perhaps 
unexpectedly) training that will be very useful in a real-world situation. 

• To conduct outreach to the neighborhood, in order to increase awareness of, and 
participation in, disaster preparedness activities. 

Neighborhood outreach was probably the most successful aspect of the Drill; the 
Production staff registered double the number of volunteers expected, due to impressive 
event signs and banners, and an effective email campaign and website.  The people who 
attended experienced realistic disaster-response activities, and the majority participated in 
some manner, as assigned by the Volunteer Coordinator.  Two significant comments were 
“At the end of the day, 150 people were better prepared than the day before,” and “I now 
feel safer in my Neighborhood.”  Another equally important comment is “This was a good 
start - what do we do to keep the momentum and expand the participation?” 

 
Follow-up activities accomplished: 
As an outgrowth of the Drill planning and execution, some of the “core” team formed a non-
profit corporation - Mt. Washington Jessica Neighborhood, Inc. – which has been granted IRS 
503(c)(3) tax-exempt status.  Planning and executing additional smaller exercises and an annual 
disaster drill (including CERT- and non-CERT-trained participants) are projected as major 
activities, along with expanded neighborhood disaster awareness, education and preparedness 
campaigns, and general neighborhood health and safety projects. 
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Follow-up Activities Planned: 
The following table lists some of the action items resulting from the Drill, with the date to be 
completed, and the responsible party, generally a committee of Mt. Washington Jessica 
Neighborhood, Inc. 
 
Action Item from Drill Date Due Responsible 
Design and conduct separate Structure Assessment 
exercises for CERT to develop and evaluate these skills.  

Spring 2015 MWJN Drill 
committee 

At the next full-scale drill, stage the survivors out of 
sight so the SAR teams have to assess the structure 
before they get to the survivors.  Coordinate survivor 
locations with homeowners so they can be staged in 
back yards, garages, etc. 

Next Drill MWJN Drill 
committee 

Recruit survivors and makeup teams well ahead of 
time, and coordinate with staging locations, so that 
each survivor knows the “story” of his/her injuries, and 
how to act when the SAR team questions them. 

Next Drill MWJN Drill 
committee 

Consider using SAR teams with at least two CERT 
members to search and assess structures and survivors, 
plus a scribe and a dedicated radio operator to 
document findings and communicate with IC, and a 
“runner” to fetch replacement radios, stretchers, 
medical supplies, etc as required.  Provide separate 
“stretcher teams” or vehicle transports if viable, called 
by radio from IC, to pick up survivors as needed. 

Next Drill MWJN Drill 
committee 

Monitor development of the LifePort (or similar) units 
to improve speed and reliability of sending survivor 
location and status to IC, and ultimately to regional 
resources; incorporate into future drill if viable.  

On-going MWJN Executive 
committee 

In Medical Care area, designate one or more CERT 
members to provide rapid assessment of arriving 
survivors on the stretcher, and have stretcher team 
move on to unload in Immediate, Delayed, or Minor 
area, as appropriate.  Separate medical personnel and 
volunteers can attend to survivors in each area. 

Next Drill MWJN Drill 
committee 

The VC should have a dedicated scribe and radio 
operator, and use a separate radio channel (and/or 
runners) to communicate with Operations, Medical 
Care, Animal, Logistics, and Transportation areas, the 
PIO, and Security/Traffic to keep a real-time list of what 
people with what skills are needed in which area.  Some 
of this information could be fed to the Check-in area, to 
help the flow of volunteers. 

Next Drill MWJN Drill 
committee 
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Establish clear CART procedures and communications; 
each CART team leader should be supported by a scribe 
and a radio operator.  Ideally, a CART team would 
accompany each SAR team. 

Next Drill MWJN Drill 
committee 

Locate the Medical Triage area close to the entrance, 
and set up the care areas to provide a “flow through” 
traffic pattern, so stretcher teams and vehicles drop off 
their survivors and continue on to the exit 

Next Drill MWJN Drill 
committee 

Ensure that participants practice with the radios they 
will use during the drill; hold regular radio exercises to 
build skills.  

Start regular 
radio drills as 
soon as possible 

MWJN Comms 
committee 

Keep SAR and CART teams together if possible; if there 
is a reason to split up, ensure that all groups in the field 
have working radios. 

Next Drill MWJN Drill 
committee 

Provide additional stretcher teams (and consider 
vehicle transport); provide additional supplies for each 
of the care areas 

Next Drill MWJN Drill 
committee 

Explain the “outside the area” contact capability of the 
External Comms operation more clearly, so that more 
participants use it at the next drill (and will know how 
to use it in a real emergency). 

Next Drill MWJN Comms 
committee 

Select or develop an application for laptop/tablet or 
smart phone, to expedite real-time logging in/out 
(recording time automatically) by number (or bar code), 
and then querying the latest status of an individual. 

Next Drill MWJN Executive 
committee 

Complete the neighborhood needs/resources survey at 
a “block” level, to provide necessary information, while 
addressing privacy concerns. The Map Your 
Neighborhood accomplishes this, and is being 
implemented on a block-by-block basis, coordinated 
with the CERT ICS for overall logistics support. 

6 block 
workshops held 
by August 2015, 
prior to next Drill 

Block Organizing 
Committee 
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Appendix - Pictures from October 18 Drill, Courtesy of Martha Benedict 
 

 
The Incident Command Structure (ICS) was set up in the Coptic Church parking lot. 

 

   
In addition to ICS and Medical Care areas, information booths were set up for the community. 
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Over 150 participants and volunteers registered and signed waivers. 

CERT members formed a core group to organize the arriving 
volunteers into teams and perform needed activities, provide on-
the-spot training, and establish communications with the outside 
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The Makeup team and volunteer “survivors” came early to prepare injuries and injury cards. 

    
 

  
 

  

As the Drill began at the 
Church, Survivors were 
located at pre-arranged 
houses nearby, which 
had “structure cards” 
describing damage for 
Search & Rescue teams 
to assess for safety. 
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5 

 

   
Search & Rescue team volunteers were given basic training in loading, carrying, and unloading 
both hard and soft stretchers, and then the teams deployed, with each led by a CERT member. 
CERT members wore dark green and volunteers wore light green vests to identify participants. 
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Search & Rescue (SAR) teams assessed injuries, and gave first aid and transported survivors. 
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As SAR teams returned, teams and survivors were checked in to account for all personnel. 

  
SAR teams then carried survivors to Medical Care area for triage and treatment. 
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Survivors arriving in the Medical Care area were triaged and received appropriate first aid. 

 
 

  
LAFD personnel from Battalion 2, Station 55 observed and evaluated our performance. 
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A covered area with tables and 
chairs was located near the 
Medical Care canopy, to 
shelter survivors with minor 
injuries, after they were 
treated.  For children who had 
been evacuated or whose 
parents were volunteers, 
supervised activities were 
provided.  
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To ensure that survivors’ injured pets were cared for, volunteers transported (stuffed) animals 

to the Pet Care area, for treatment by CART personnel assisted by Girl Scout trainees. 

  
 
 
 

   
Safety Officers provided traffic control as stretcher teams returned with Survivors. 
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Carrying stretchers was a popular activity – we are now well-trained for that! 

 . 
 

.  
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